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1. Introduction
Inverse source analysis in the brain is sensitive to the conductivities of head tissues,
which vary across individuals and within the same individual due to variations in age, size,
disease state, and environmental factors. One can then expect that taking such variations
into consideration will improve the accuracy of source localization [1]. Here, we describe
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Fig. 1. Realistic four compartment (scalp, skull, CSF, brain) finite element head model with two tangentially
oriented somatosensory dipoles (white arrows) on the influence space (innermost layer).
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image sets and EEG data from simple evoked potentials (e.g., SEP, AEP) studies.
2. Methods
We created a four compartment (skin, skull, CSF, brain) tetrahedral finite element
volume conductor model with a resolution of 1.5 mm (245 K nodes, 1503 K elements) from
MR images of a human head (Fig. 1). For the reference volume conductor, we used
conductivity values of 0.33, 0.0132, 1.79 and 0.33 S/m for the skin, skull, CSF, and brain
compartments, respectively, i.e., a skull:brain ratio of 1:25. The discrete influence space
consisted of a 2 mm triangular mesh (21 K influence nodes, 43 K elements) located 2 mm
beneath the cortical surface (Fig. 1). Reference sources were tangentially oriented dipoles
on influence nodes in the right and left somatosensory cortex (Fig. 1).
Seventy one electrodes were equally spaced over the scalp at which sites we computed
EEG reference potentials for the two simultaneously activated somatosensory sources. We
then added white Gaussian noise to a SNR of 40, 25 and 20dB (Fig. 2). We used an FE
direct potential approach (principle of Saint Venant, see [2,3]) with linear basis functions
and solved the resulting system of linear equations by means of an Algebraic MultiGrid
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (AMG-CG) method (relative accuracy of 10−8) [4].Fig. 2. Reference EEG potentials (25 dB) for the simultaneously activated somatosensory sources linearly
interpolated on the electrode cap (isopotentials as white lines, black indicates positive potentials and white negative
potentials) with a skull:brain conductivity ratio of 1:25.
Fig. 3. Procedure of conductivity fitting with simulated annealing optimizer.
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reference conductivities for the scalp, CSF, and brain compartments, we performed an
inverse 2-dipole fit on the discrete influence space, while additionally allowing the skull
conductivity (σskull) to vary as a free discrete optimization parameter among the skull:brain
ratios of 1:80, 1:40, 1:25, 1:15, 1:10, 1:8, and 1:5.
While exploiting the fast lead field basis approach described in [4], we precomputed lead
field matrices for all conductivity ratios for the given electrodes and the influence space and
used the result as an input to the following optimization procedure.
Conductivity estimation used a Simulated Annealing (SA) optimizer [5] with a tem-
perature factor of 0.97 to search for an optimal configuration consisting of both source
locations and a skull conductivity that minimize the goal function defined as the L2 norm of
the difference between the reference EEG and the computed potentials (Fig. 3).
3. Results
The localization errors, i.e., the distance between the reference somatosensory source
locations and the inversely fitted dipole locations on the influence space, and the fitted skull
to brain conductivity ratio are shown for different noise levels in Table 1. The optimized
conductivity ratios for all noise levels corresponded to the reference ratio of 1:25.Table 1
Localization error and fitted skull conductivity for conductivity fitting
EEG data Dipole #1 (mm) Dipole #2 (mm) Fitted skull:brain conductivity ratio
No noise 0.000 0.000 1:25
40 dB noise 0.000 2.236 1:25
25 dB noise 3.329 2.008 1:25
20 dB noise 5.941 6.025 1:25
Table 2
Localization error for fixed skull conductivity
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conductivity ratios without the conductivity fitting. The simulated EEG used for the source
localization had 25 dB SNR.
4. Discussion
We evaluated a conductivity estimation algorithm using EEG simulations to determine the
skull:brain conductivity ratio. Our results suggest that this procedure is able to improve source
localization because it assigns accurate material properties in customized volume conductor
models. The success of our conductivity optimization approach and the more general
advantages of customized geometric models suggest a procedure for clinical applications.
First of all, one could use evoked somatosensory signals (SEP/SEF) together withMR images
from the patient to construct a model that would be optimized for both geometric accuracy and
realistic conductivity values.With thismodel in place, recorded potentials frommore complex
and clinically interesting sources could drive the inverse solution and source localization.
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